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MITICO
Mitico is a fully customizable seating system 
with the child already seated and, in daily 
adjustments, without the need to use any 
tools. Mitico is suitable, in the two sizes, for 
children aged 3 to 12 years. 
 
The sitting unit is modular and offers multiple 
adjustment options that allow the rehabilitator 
to conform, even during the growth of the 
child, the different surfaces to the specific 
physical and functional needs of the child.
Mitico is available in two versions, Simple 
with the front of the seat support in a unique 
platform and Expert with separated coxo-
femoral supports, independently adjustable to 
allow a more appropriate position to cope with 
problems of limb-length discrepancy 
or a deformity structured pelvis.

Mitico Expert

The Expert version has coxo-femoral supports that 
can be customized independently in width, depth and 
abduction; the supports allow to easily find the right 
position even in the case of important asymmetries or 
discrepancies, preventing the onset or aggravation of 
pathological postures and maintaining a comfortable 
abduction of the lower limbs, avoiding the use of the 
traditional retractor wedge. 
The set of coxo-femoral supports and the seat tilting 
system helps stability by counteracting the forward 
sliding of the pelvis.

Mitico Simple has a whole seat surface, adjustable in 
depth. The seat has an adjustable configuration, easily 
customisable to adapt to the shape and the abilities 
of the child who, with a feeling that he is sitting in a 
stable and well-contained manner, is encouraged to act 
and interact. Each adjustment can be made using the 
practical screws with the child already seated. 
The seat has the necessary fittings for the addition 
of other accessories and various models of belt, thus 
creating a “modular” system that can also be modified 
over time.

Mitico Simple
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Postural aids
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Important details

The angle of the backrest has its fulcrum close to the 
physiological one and also enables a comfortable and 
reassuring postural attitude, thus facilitating control of 
the head and trunk, movements of the upper limbs, and 
hand-eye coordination.
The armrests are adjustable in height and follow the 
inclination of the backrest.

• DENTRO frame is ideal for indoor use thanks to its 
small size. The seat height ranges from 38 to 52 cm. 
Its special shape “X” facilitates the approach to the 
child from all sides, maintaining contact.

• HIGH LOW frame, for indoor use, can adjust the seat 
from 23.5 cm up to 60.5 cm.

• FUORI frame, also for outdoors use, even on very 
uneven ground, thanks to large wheels and shock 
absorbers. Easily foldable, its compact size means it can 
move around in all environments and pass through every 
kind of door. The push bar is adjustable for tilt and is 
equipped with a parking brake.The special X-shape of the 
legs allows you to can get close to the child. 

With Mitico... always!



Accessories: compose your configuration!
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Code 873126
Neck rest, adjustable for height, 
forwards/backwards, tilt, and 
laterally.

Code 873128
Wing side adjustable headrest. 
Adjustable for height,
depth, tilt, and laterally;
aluminium frame, easy to shape.

Code 873127
Posture adjustment headrest.
Adjustable for height, depth, tilt,
and laterally.

Code 873129 
Head rest - simple.
Adjustable for height and depth.

Code 873135-6 Fixed
Chest supports, adjustable for 
height and width.

Code 414101N-02N
Vest

Code 414201N-02N
Butterfly vest

Code 870341-2
Vest with braces and zip

Code 413001-2
Braces with 45° belt.

Code 870046-7
Bumper bar, adjustable for depth 
and reclining (with armrest), with 
hand balls.

Code 870045
Multipurpose tray table, with 
removable transparent cover. The 
lower tray can contain small toys. 
Height 
and tilt adjustable (with armrest).

Code 870041
Transparent front tray table, 
height, depth and tilt adjustable 
(with armrest).

Code 873140-1
Anatomical abductor, rigid,
adjustable for depth. For
Mitico Simple only

Code 413301-02
45° hip belt, 2 points

Code 413601-02 
45° hip belt, 4 points

Code 414301N-02N
Adjustable anatomic hip
belt (only for Mitico Simple)
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Postural aids

Choose the upholstery color:

Dimension sheet
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Convert fabric

A HVB

Microfiber fabric

A HVW

SMALL LARGE

Age / Height child (up to cm) 4÷10/137,5 9÷13/154,5

Width Cm 42 47

LSp Seat width backwards Cm 20÷26 25÷31

LSa Seat width front Cm 9÷10,5 10÷12

PS Seat depth Cm 22,5÷32 28÷38

AS Back height Cm 37÷43 45÷53

AB Armrest height Cm 14÷19 17÷23

IS Backrest angle ° -40°/+6° -45°/+10°

Footrest length mod. SINGLE Cm 18÷39 18÷39

Footrest length mod. SEPARATE Cm 17÷34 17÷34

Weight Kg 6,2 8

SEAT - MITICO EXPERT

LSp

LSa

AS

PS

IS°

AB

SMALL LARGE

Age / Height child (up to cm) 4÷10/137,5 cm 9÷13/154,5 cm

Width Cm 42 47

LSp Seat width backwards Cm 20÷26 25÷31

PS Seat depth Cm 22,5÷32 28÷38

AS Back height Cm 37÷43 45÷53

AB Armrest height Cm 14÷19 17÷23

IS Backrest angle ° -40°/+6° -45°/+10°

Footrest length mod. SINGLE Cm 18÷39 18÷39

Footrest length mod. SEPARATE Cm 17÷34 17÷34

AS

PS

IS°

LSp

AB

SEAT - MITICO SIMPLE



Accessories: compose your configuration!
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Choose the frame and its accessories

Code 871006 
Dentro Frame, indoor use, with 
hydraulic height adjustment and 
gas tilting

Code 871008 
High-low Frame, indoor use, with 
height and tilting adjustment

Code 874005R 
Fuori Frame, indoor use, foldable, 
tilt adjustable

Accessories for Fuori frame

Code 874014
Basket

Code 872108-9
Winter cover thermo sack

Code 876020-1
Sun/Rain protection, complete 
with removable transparent rain 
protection cover.

Cod. 873123
Single footrest, adjustable for
height and tilt.

Cod. 873132-3
Leg rest with lateral support,
adjustable for height.

Cod. 873121-2
Divided footrest tiltable, with independent height, abduction, flexion-
extension adjustment.
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Postural aids

Choose the upholstery color:

Dimension sheet
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HIGH LOW FRAME
Weight 8 Kg
Max capacity 50 Kg

Measurements 
are in cm

FUORI FRAME
Weight 13.5 Kg
Max capacity 50 Kg

Measurements 
are in cm
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DENTRO FRAME
Weight 10 Kg
Max capacity 50 Kg

Measurements 
are in cm

FRAMES


